
Minutes of the Verco R2 Committee of 27.11.2020 (via Zoom videoconference) 

1. Benefits booklet (discount vouchers) 

We have essentially retained 3 priority services for which to ask for either a 

free access, or access at a reduced price: 

a.    Access for children to the Creux de Lavioz facilities  

b.    Tickets for take the cable-car to the Crêt du Midi in summer and winter  

        (particularly interesting for pedestrians) 

c.    Access to the swimming pools of Grône, Géronde and of Sierre 

 

It seems important to us that the benefits are well targeted and attractive at this 

initial stage. We are also aware that we are in a process that requires 

adjustments at regular intervals. 

 

2. Tourism Vercorin SA 

Michel Minnig joined the Board of Directors as a guest member until he is 

elected at the Shareholders' Meeting. The list of candidates for the directorship 

will be closed on 15.12.2020. The company chosen for the work in the Creux 

de Lavioz will present a detailed project in January.  

 

3. AGM of February 20th 

The date of February 20th has been chosen and in case of COVID, we will be 

able to organize it by Zoom (our subscription allows meetings up to 100 

people...thank you Michka). 

 

4. Miscellaneous 

a.    The meeting with the new Municipal Authorities, which will take office on  

1.1.2020, will take place next year. I had an exchange with the new 

President of the Municipality, Mrs. Sylvie Masserey Anselin, who “hopes 

that our Municipality will intensify its commitment to sustainable 

development and better energy efficiency. I am looking forward to meeting 

you and discussing this in person. I will come back to you as soon as I take 

office.” 

b.    Concerning organic waste (garden waste). Mr. Alain Perruchoud, the  

outgoing President of the Municipality, has informed me that "the 

Municipal Council has the firm intention of maintaining a disposal site in 

Vercorin for this type of waste. For other waste, it will be difficult to find a 

local solution".  

c.    The next VercoR2 committee meeting will take place on Saturday,  

January 2nd  2021 at 4 p.m., most likely in person, in the salle 

bourgeoisiale on the 2nd floor in the center of the village.  

  

 

Cordially and happy end of year holidays.      Andreas 


